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Prentice Hall The American Nation Teachers Edition Online
A textbook for United States history from earliest Indian civilizations to the present, with maps, charts, activities, study questions, and review chapters.
Conforms to the information resources of the web site MyHistoryLab.
A set of textbooks for United States history from earliest Indian civilizations to the present, with maps, charts, activities, study questions, and review chapters.
Provides lesson planners, as well as organizers and charts of mathematical connections to other units.
These audio CDs accompany your social studies textbook. There is approximately one chapter per CD. The CDs provide a select reading of the chapters, including the chapter opener and main text. By using
these CDs, students can gain a clear command of the content of the textbook while improving their language skills. The audio CDs may benefit many different students: those who are auditory learners, those
who have difficulty reading and those with limited English proficiency. The recordings may be used to learn the material, as the students follow the text while they listen. The CDs may also be used to review
the information, as many auditory learners remember material after hearing it once or twice. Students are able to control the pace by pausing the CD whenever they need time to absorb what they have heard
and replay important passages. Listening to the CD will also improve students' speaking and listening skills. As students gain content knowledge and improve reading comprehension, they will also gain
confidence to participate in class discussions. Listening to and reading the text simultaneously will help students focus their attention. Hearing the text read to them will help students learn the correct
pronunciation of unfamiliar names and terms. Overall, listening to the recordings will help to instill systematic study habits. It will help establish the routine of previewing, reading, and reviewing. -- guide (p.2).
This middle grades geography and cultures program puts the world at your fingertips in a single convenient text - ideal for curriculum that covers the whole world in one school year. A grade-appropriate
narrative combines with stunning visuals and an accessible layout to motivate all students to read. The program's innovative approach sparks interest and helps middle grades students make interdisciplinary
connections.
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